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a study on human patterns interactions and conflict from the earliest periods in history considers such topics as the evolution of religion the western world s dominance in the world

market and the creation of ancient agriculture william h mcneill s seminal book the rise of the west a history of the human community 1963 received the national book award in 1964 and

was later named one of the 100 best nonfiction books of the twentieth century by the modern library from his post at the university of chicago mcneill became one of the first

contemporary north american historians to write world history seeking a broader interpretation of human affairs than prevailed in his youth this candid intellectual memoir from one of the

most famous and influential historians of our era the pursuit of truth charts the development of mcneill s thinking and writing over seven decades at the core of his worldview is the belief

that historical truth does not derive exclusively from criticizing paraphrasing and summarizing written documents nor is history merely a record of how human intentions and plans

succeeded or failed instead mcneill believes that human lives are immersed in vast overarching processes of change ecological circumstances frame and limit human action while in turn

humans have been able to alter their environment more and more radically as technological skill and knowledge increased mcneill believes that the human adventure on earth is unique

and that it rests on an unmatched system of communication the web of human communication whether spoken written or digital has fostered both voluntary and involuntary cooperation

and sustained behavioral changes permitting a single species to spread over an entire planet and to alter terrestrial flows of energy and ideas to an extraordinary degree over the course

of his career as a historian teacher and mentor mcneill expounded the range of history and integrated it into an evolutionary worldview uniting physical biological and intellectual

processes accordingly the pursuit of truth explores the personal and professional life of a man who affected the way a core academic discipline has been taught and understood in

america new insights on global histories and western civilization from leading scholars in the field described as the new york review of books for history historically speaking has emerged

as one of the most distinctive historical publications in recent years actively seeking out contributions from a pantheon of leading voices in historical discourse from both inside and

outside academia recent themes in world history and the history of the west represents some of the best writing on western civilization and world history in the past five years this

collection of essays and interviews from historically speaking gives leading historians approaches to the continually evolving field of world history with a specific emphasis on the

relationship of western civilization to the history of the world the book also discusses the effect of empire on global history and the many ways empire continues to manifest in the

contemporary world the contributors discuss world history as an intricate story of the connections within the global community rather than a tidy static narrative that attempts to summarize

everything in our global past in this volume the study of world history is presented as a constantly comparative endeavor concerned with the major themes that link and divide humanity
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arnold toynbee was one of the most remarkable thinkers of the 20th century a man of far reaching imagination extraordinary erudition and an infinite capacity for hard work at the height

of his fame he was the most renowned scholar in the world acclaimed as the author of the monumental 10 volume a study of history indeed such was the regard for his study that time

magazine in a cover article on toynbee published in 1947 declared that he had found history ptolemaic and left it copernican in arnold toynbee a life william h mcneill weaves together

toynbee s intellectual accomplishments and the personal difficulties of his private life providing both an intimate portrait of a leading thinker and a judicious evaluation of toynbee s work

and his legacy for the study of history mcneill illuminates the strengths and weaknesses of a study of history as well as the countless other works penned by this prolific writer examining

the responses of other historians including the devastating attack mounted by hugh trevor roper and toynbee s attempts to modify his study to answer these criticisms and mcneill also

examines toynbee s tormented personal life including his troubled marriage to rosalind murray the daughter of gilbert murray and the suicide of his son anthony what emerges is both

poignant and thought provoking a biography and a commentary about how history is written and how it should be pursued william mcneill is one of america s most eminent historians the

winner of a national book award in 1964 for the rise of the west which the new york times book review called the most learned the most intelligent the most stimulating and fascinating

bookthat has ever set out to recount and explain the whole history of the world in this sympathetic portrait of a life both triumphant and troubled mcneill brings his skills to bear on one of

the greatest figures in his field illuminating a career of rare accomplishment 垂直にそびえ立つ階層制の組織と アイデアや情報を伝える横に広がる分散型のネットワークとの緊張関係が 歴史を動かしてきた スクエア アン

ド タワー 上下巻を１冊にまとめた電子書籍オリジナル合本版です 戦争 ウイルス 自然災害 経済危機 この世界の次なる 破滅 とは ネットワーク理論やカオス理論で迫る文明の脆弱性 a leader in the field presents a cohesive

narrative of world history that effectively addresses the main challenge of the introductory survey how to navigate beginning students through the vast detail of the subject mcneill uses

connective websÑalong which trade religious beliefs technologies pathogens and much else traveledÑto organize details and keep the big picture in view students emerge with clear

takeaways and a strong sense of the basic dynamics of world history together with digital resources that amplify the webs approach and highlight diverse types of evidence john

mcneillÕs the webs of humankind offers a clear and effective teaching tool for the world history survey course give your students a bird s eye view of world history this practical handbook

is designed to help anyone who is preparing to teach a world history course or wants to teach it better it includes contributions by experienced teachers who are reshaping world history

education and features new approaches to the subject as well as classroom tested practices that have markedly improved world history teaching featuring a variety of updates and

revisions big history and the future of humanity second edition presents an accessible and original overview of the entire sweep of history from the origins of the universe and origins of

life on earth up to the present day provides an accessible and original overview of the entire sweep of history that places human history within the context of the history of life the earth

and the universe offers new insights into the future of humanity by providing a better understanding of the past features a variety of updates and revisions that include increased coverage

of key concepts such as the emergence of human behaviour the development of value systems and patterns of complexity in big history incorporates a variety of little big histories that
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aid readers in recognizing how big history concepts can relate to their daily lives instructor resources from the author will be available online upon publication find additional resources

from the author online at bighistory info maps are inherently unnatural projecting three dimensional realities onto two dimensional surfaces they are abstractions that capture someone s

idea of what matters within a particular place they require selections and omissions these very characteristics however give maps their importance for understanding how humans have

interacted with the natural world and give historical maps especially the power to provide rich insights into the relationship between humans and nature over time that is just what is

achieved in mapping nature across the americas illustrated throughout the essays in this book argue for greater analysis of historical maps in the field of environmental history and for

greater attention within the field of the history of cartography to the cultural constructions of nature contained within maps this volume thus provides the first in depth and interdisciplinary

investigation of the relationship between maps and environmental knowledge in the americas including for example stories of indigenous cartography in mexico the allegorical presence of

palm trees in maps of argentina the systemic mapping of us forests and the scientific platting of canada s remote lands the new world history is a comprehensive volume of essays

selected to enrich world history teaching and scholarship in this rapidly expanding field the forty four articles in this book take stock of the history evolving literature and current

trajectories of new world history these essays together with the editors introductions to thematic chapters encourage educators and students to reflect critically on the development of the

field and to explore concepts approaches and insights valuable to their own work the selections are organized in ten chapters that survey the history of the movement the seminal ideas

of founding thinkers and today s practitioners changing concepts of world historical space and time comparative methods environmental history the big history movement globalization

debates over the meaning of western power and ongoing questions about the intellectual premises and assumptions that have shaped the field 世界史 の著者が 人類史を見る上で重要な三つの視点を

易しく語り下ろす 本物の歴史感覚を学べるコンパクトな講義 文庫オリジナルで登場 this unifying proposal for understanding distributive justice discourse across cultures sheds light on how best to

understand political philosophy covering the late colonial age to world war i and beyond this collection of essays places the economic history of the american south in an international light

by establishing useful comparisons with the larger atlantic and world economy in an attempt to dispel long lasting myths about the south the essays analyze the economic evolution of the

south since the slave era from this perspective the conception of a backward wholly agricultural antebellum south occupied only by wealthy planters poor whites and contented slaves has

finally given way to one of economic and social dynamism as well as regional prosperity in a coherent and cohesive progression of subjects these essays show that the south had been

deeply enmeshed in the atlantic economy since the colonial period and after the civil war retained distinctive needs that caused increasing departure from the course northerners adopted

on matters of political economy this comparative approach also helps explain the motivations behind the political choices made by the south as an eminently export oriented region this

book shows that the south was not slower to develop with respect to industrialization than either the majority of the northern states especially in the west or the countries of western

europe in fact the apparently disappointing performance of the new south s economy appears to be the result of more pervasive and largely uncontrollable trends that affected the
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national as well as the international economy global perspectives on industrial transformation in the american south makes an important contribution to the economic history of the south

and to recent efforts to place american history in a more international context upon its original publication plagues and peoples was an immediate critical and popular success offering a

radically new interpretation of world history as seen through the extraordinary impact political demographic ecological and psychological of disease on cultures from the conquest of

mexico by smallpox as much as by the spanish to the bubonic plague in china to the typhoid epidemic in europe the history of disease is the history of humankind with the identification

of aids in the early 1980s another chapter has been added to this chronicle of events which william mcneill explores in his new introduction to this updated editon thought provoking well

researched and compulsively readable plagues and peoples is that rare book that is as fascinating as it is scholarly as intriguing as it is enlightening a brilliantly conceptualized and

challenging achievement kirkus reviews it is essential reading offering a new perspective on human history 世界史には未来を生きるためのヒントが詰まっている ビッグバンからai社会まで 常に巨大な一つのネッ

トワークの中で 互いに結びついていた人類の歴史を 圧倒的スケールで描く human chemistry is the study of bond forming and bond breaking reactions between people and the structures they form people

often speak of having either good or bad chemistry together whereby according to consensus the phenomenon of love is a chemical reaction the new science of human chemistry is the

study of these reactions historically human chemistry was founded with the 1809 publication of the classic novella elective affinities by german polymath johann von goethe a chemical

treatise on the origin of love goethe based his human chemistry on swedish chemist torbern bergman s 1775 chemistry textbook a dissertation on elective attractions which itself was

founded on isaac newton s 1687 supposition that the cause of chemical phenomena may all depend upon certain forces by which the particles of bodies by some causes hitherto

unknown are either mutually impelled towards each other and cohere in regular figures or are repelled and recede from one another which thus defines life this book examines the

intersection of cultural anthropology and american cultural nationalism from 1886 when franz boas left germany for the united states until 1965 when the national endowment for the

humanities was established five chapters trace the development within academic anthropology of the concepts of culture social class national character value and civilization and their

dissemination to non anthropologists as americans came to think of culture anthropologically as a complex whole far broader and more inclusive than matthew arnold s the best which

has been thought and said so too did they come to see american communities as stratified into social classes distinguished by their subcultures to attribute the making of the american

character to socialization rather than birth to locate the distinctiveness of american culture in its unconscious canons of choice and to view american culture and civilization in a global

perspective a companion toworld history this new volume offers insightful reflections by both leading and emerging world historians on approaches methodologies arguments and

pedagogies of a sub discipline that has continued to be in flux as well as in need of defining itself as a relevant alternative to the traditional national regional or chronological fields of

inquiry choice the focus on the practicalities of how to do world history probably gives it its edge its thirty three chapters are grouped into sections that address how to set up research

projects in world history how to teach it how to get jobs in it how to frame it and how it is done in various parts of the globe it is an actual handbook in other words as opposed to a
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sample of exemplary work english historical review a companion to world history offers a comprehensive overview of the variety of approaches and practices utilized in the field of world

and global history this state of the art collection of more than 30 insightful essays including contributions from an international cast of leading world historians and emerging scholars in

the field identifies continuing areas of contention disagreement and divergence while pointing out fruitful directions for further discussion and research themes and topics explored include

the lineages and trajectories of world history key ideas and methods employed by world historians the teaching of world history and how it draws upon and challenges traditional

approaches and global approaches to writing world history by considering these interwoven issues of scholarship and pedagogy from a transnational interregional and world global scale

fresh insights are gained and new challenges posed with its rich compendium of diverse viewpoints a companion to world history is an essential resource for the study of the world s past

a pathbreaking history of sufism from the earliest centuries of islam to the present after centuries as the most important ascetic mystical strand of islam sufism saw a sharp decline in the

twentieth century only to experience a stunning revival in recent decades in this comprehensive new history of sufism from the earliest centuries of islam to today alexander knysh a

leading expert on the subject reveals the tradition in all its richness knysh explores how sufism has been viewed by both insiders and outsiders since its inception he examines the key

aspects of sufism from definitions and discourses to leadership institutions and practices he devotes special attention to sufi approaches to the qur an drawing parallels with similar uses

of scripture in judaism and christianity he traces how sufism grew from a set of simple moral ethical precepts into a sophisticated tradition with professional sufi masters shaykhs who

became powerful players in muslim public life but whose authority was challenged by those advocating the equality of all muslims before god knysh also examines the roots of the

ongoing conflict between the sufis and their fundamentalist critics the salafis a major fact of muslim life today based on a wealth of primary and secondary sources sufism is an

indispensable account of a vital aspect of islam マッキンゼー オックスフォード大学ph d 経営者 3つの異なる視点で解き明かす最先端の経営学 紀元前3500年まで遡る知の源流から最新理論まで この1冊でグローバル経営のす

べてがわかる 国家の領域 学問領域を超える経営学が示す 世界の未来とは public sociology features a wide ranging discussion of the controversial model of a social science that reaches out to non

academic audiences including both average citizens and policymakers this approach has been greeted with enthusiasm by supporters and with skepticism and anxiety among critics both

perspectives are well represented in this volume some of the critical voices question whether public sociology is even a good idea others dissent arguing for a strong program in

professional sociology as an alternative still others express concern that public sociology promotes a liberal left political agenda despite its nonpartisan pretensions some elements of the

model are queried such as critical sociology others are supportive discussing personal experiences the benefits of an engaged social science and how it could take social science into a

broader global marketplace following an introduction by the editor the contributions include david boyns and jesse fletcher public relations disciplinary identity and the strong program in

professional sociology jonathan h turner is public sociology such a good idea steven brint guide to the perplexed vincent jeffries piritim a sorokin s integralism and public sociology norella

m putney dawn e alley and vern l bengston social gerontology as public sociology in action edna bonacich working with the labor movement a personal journey in organic public sociology
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christopher chase dunn globabl public social science neil mclauglin lisa kowalchuk and kerry turcotte why sociology does not need to be saved michael burawoy third wave sociology and

the end of pure science patricia madoo lengerman and jill niebrugge brantley back to the future settlement sociology 1885i 1 2 1930 sean mcmahon from the platform public sociology in

the speeches of edward a ross chet ballard the origin and early history of the association for humanist so an unprecedented undertaking by academics reflecting an extraordinary vision

of world history this landmark multivolume encyclopedia focuses on specific themes of human development across cultures era by era providing the most in depth expansive presentation

available of the development of humanity from a global perspective well known and widely respected historians worked together to create and guide the project in order to offer the most

up to date visions available a monumental undertaking a stunning academic achievement abc clio s world history encyclopedia is the first comprehensive work to take a large scale

thematic look at the human species worldwide comprised of 21 volumes covering 9 eras an introductory volume and an index it charts the extraordinary journey of humankind revealing

crucial connections among civilizations in different regions through the ages within each era the encyclopedia highlights pivotal interactions and exchanges among cultures within eight

broad thematic categories population and environment society and culture migration and travel politics and statecraft economics and trade conflict and cooperation thought and religion

science and technology aligned to national history standards and packed with images primary resources current citations and extensive teaching and learning support the world history

encyclopedia gives students educators researchers and interested general readers a means of navigating the broad sweep of history unlike any ever published a captivating history of

doing time throughout the centuries from england s medieval dungeons to america s supermax detention facilities the first prisons were castle hellholes places of neglect oblivion and

slow death every civilization has had its dissenters deviants and political offenders and so prisons became essential to the retention of power as the centuries passed and prisons were

needed for other reprobates such as debtors and common thieves legal systems across the world began to cater to a growing variety of prisoners and the business of incarceration

began notorious prisons of the world traces this development from the state prisons of athens and rome to the birth of the houses of correction and the penitentiary stephen wade tells

fascinating stories of the infamous penal colonies and state prisons across the stage of world history from alcatraz and devil s island to the fortress of colditz and from the siberian gulags

to the massive super jails sprouting across modern america he also shares the stories of inmates and staff political regimes and the rise and fall of empires all seen through the prison

walls in doing so wade throws light on the state structured punishments which have stripped away individual freedoms sometimes with a degree of humanitarian concern and sometimes

through sheer barbarism world histories vary widely in shape structure and range in space and time in palgrave advances in world histories ten leading world historians examine the many

forms of world history writing offering an accessible engaging and comprehensive overview of what it is and what world historians do this work is a valuable introduction to those new to

the field but will also stimulate discussion debate and reflection ついに待望の文庫版登場 世界的ベストセラー サピエンス全史 に続いて著者が放つ 衝撃の未来 カズオ イシグロ ビル ゲイツ ダニエル カーネマンが絶賛する

面白さと深い考察 china s global reach looks at china s emergence on the globe as a hegemonic power in the recent years moving beyond volume i this new volume empirically examines
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the most recent development of the belt and road initiative bri and the asian infrastructure investment bank aiib the two most important initiatives launched by president xi jinping as china

tries to emerge as a global power the first part of the book presents an overview of geo strategic development of the two initiatives the second part examines domestic political dynamics

particularly xinjiang as the core of bri in these two initiatives the third part investigates the responses from the major foreign partners involved in the two initiatives with a focus on the

responses from india african and middle east countries the chapters in this book were originally published in various issues of the journal of contemporary china
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The Human Web 2003

a study on human patterns interactions and conflict from the earliest periods in history considers such topics as the evolution of religion the western world s dominance in the world

market and the creation of ancient agriculture

Mythistory and Other Essays 2008-11

william h mcneill s seminal book the rise of the west a history of the human community 1963 received the national book award in 1964 and was later named one of the 100 best

nonfiction books of the twentieth century by the modern library from his post at the university of chicago mcneill became one of the first contemporary north american historians to write

world history seeking a broader interpretation of human affairs than prevailed in his youth this candid intellectual memoir from one of the most famous and influential historians of our era

the pursuit of truth charts the development of mcneill s thinking and writing over seven decades at the core of his worldview is the belief that historical truth does not derive exclusively

from criticizing paraphrasing and summarizing written documents nor is history merely a record of how human intentions and plans succeeded or failed instead mcneill believes that

human lives are immersed in vast overarching processes of change ecological circumstances frame and limit human action while in turn humans have been able to alter their

environment more and more radically as technological skill and knowledge increased mcneill believes that the human adventure on earth is unique and that it rests on an unmatched

system of communication the web of human communication whether spoken written or digital has fostered both voluntary and involuntary cooperation and sustained behavioral changes

permitting a single species to spread over an entire planet and to alter terrestrial flows of energy and ideas to an extraordinary degree over the course of his career as a historian teacher

and mentor mcneill expounded the range of history and integrated it into an evolutionary worldview uniting physical biological and intellectual processes accordingly the pursuit of truth

explores the personal and professional life of a man who affected the way a core academic discipline has been taught and understood in america

The human web : a birds-eye view of world history 2003

new insights on global histories and western civilization from leading scholars in the field described as the new york review of books for history historically speaking has emerged as one

of the most distinctive historical publications in recent years actively seeking out contributions from a pantheon of leading voices in historical discourse from both inside and outside

https://teammate-levelup.mombaby.com.tw/
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academia recent themes in world history and the history of the west represents some of the best writing on western civilization and world history in the past five years this collection of

essays and interviews from historically speaking gives leading historians approaches to the continually evolving field of world history with a specific emphasis on the relationship of

western civilization to the history of the world the book also discusses the effect of empire on global history and the many ways empire continues to manifest in the contemporary world

the contributors discuss world history as an intricate story of the connections within the global community rather than a tidy static narrative that attempts to summarize everything in our

global past in this volume the study of world history is presented as a constantly comparative endeavor concerned with the major themes that link and divide humanity

The Pursuit of Truth 2005-02-01

arnold toynbee was one of the most remarkable thinkers of the 20th century a man of far reaching imagination extraordinary erudition and an infinite capacity for hard work at the height

of his fame he was the most renowned scholar in the world acclaimed as the author of the monumental 10 volume a study of history indeed such was the regard for his study that time

magazine in a cover article on toynbee published in 1947 declared that he had found history ptolemaic and left it copernican in arnold toynbee a life william h mcneill weaves together

toynbee s intellectual accomplishments and the personal difficulties of his private life providing both an intimate portrait of a leading thinker and a judicious evaluation of toynbee s work

and his legacy for the study of history mcneill illuminates the strengths and weaknesses of a study of history as well as the countless other works penned by this prolific writer examining

the responses of other historians including the devastating attack mounted by hugh trevor roper and toynbee s attempts to modify his study to answer these criticisms and mcneill also

examines toynbee s tormented personal life including his troubled marriage to rosalind murray the daughter of gilbert murray and the suicide of his son anthony what emerges is both

poignant and thought provoking a biography and a commentary about how history is written and how it should be pursued william mcneill is one of america s most eminent historians the

winner of a national book award in 1964 for the rise of the west which the new york times book review called the most learned the most intelligent the most stimulating and fascinating

bookthat has ever set out to recount and explain the whole history of the world in this sympathetic portrait of a life both triumphant and troubled mcneill brings his skills to bear on one of

the greatest figures in his field illuminating a career of rare accomplishment
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Recent Themes in World History and the History of the West 2009

垂直にそびえ立つ階層制の組織と アイデアや情報を伝える横に広がる分散型のネットワークとの緊張関係が 歴史を動かしてきた

Arnold J. Toynbee 2008-08

スクエア アンド タワー 上下巻を１冊にまとめた電子書籍オリジナル合本版です

The Letters of William H. Mcneill and David Christian 2019-02-28

戦争 ウイルス 自然災害 経済危機 この世界の次なる 破滅 とは ネットワーク理論やカオス理論で迫る文明の脆弱性

スクエア・アンド・タワー（上） 2019-12-06

a leader in the field presents a cohesive narrative of world history that effectively addresses the main challenge of the introductory survey how to navigate beginning students through the

vast detail of the subject mcneill uses connective websÑalong which trade religious beliefs technologies pathogens and much else traveledÑto organize details and keep the big picture in

view students emerge with clear takeaways and a strong sense of the basic dynamics of world history together with digital resources that amplify the webs approach and highlight diverse

types of evidence john mcneillÕs the webs of humankind offers a clear and effective teaching tool for the world history survey course

スクエア・アンド・タワー　【合本版】 2022-05-20

give your students a bird s eye view of world history
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大惨事（カタストロフィ）の人類史 2020-12-15

this practical handbook is designed to help anyone who is preparing to teach a world history course or wants to teach it better it includes contributions by experienced teachers who are

reshaping world history education and features new approaches to the subject as well as classroom tested practices that have markedly improved world history teaching

Webs of Humankind 2023-12-15

featuring a variety of updates and revisions big history and the future of humanity second edition presents an accessible and original overview of the entire sweep of history from the

origins of the universe and origins of life on earth up to the present day provides an accessible and original overview of the entire sweep of history that places human history within the

context of the history of life the earth and the universe offers new insights into the future of humanity by providing a better understanding of the past features a variety of updates and

revisions that include increased coverage of key concepts such as the emergence of human behaviour the development of value systems and patterns of complexity in big history

incorporates a variety of little big histories that aid readers in recognizing how big history concepts can relate to their daily lives instructor resources from the author will be available

online upon publication find additional resources from the author online at bighistory info

The Webs of Humankind 2012-07

maps are inherently unnatural projecting three dimensional realities onto two dimensional surfaces they are abstractions that capture someone s idea of what matters within a particular

place they require selections and omissions these very characteristics however give maps their importance for understanding how humans have interacted with the natural world and give

historical maps especially the power to provide rich insights into the relationship between humans and nature over time that is just what is achieved in mapping nature across the

americas illustrated throughout the essays in this book argue for greater analysis of historical maps in the field of environmental history and for greater attention within the field of the

history of cartography to the cultural constructions of nature contained within maps this volume thus provides the first in depth and interdisciplinary investigation of the relationship

between maps and environmental knowledge in the americas including for example stories of indigenous cartography in mexico the allegorical presence of palm trees in maps of

argentina the systemic mapping of us forests and the scientific platting of canada s remote lands
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The Decline of Nature 2015-02-12

the new world history is a comprehensive volume of essays selected to enrich world history teaching and scholarship in this rapidly expanding field the forty four articles in this book take

stock of the history evolving literature and current trajectories of new world history these essays together with the editors introductions to thematic chapters encourage educators and

students to reflect critically on the development of the field and to explore concepts approaches and insights valuable to their own work the selections are organized in ten chapters that

survey the history of the movement the seminal ideas of founding thinkers and today s practitioners changing concepts of world historical space and time comparative methods

environmental history the big history movement globalization debates over the meaning of western power and ongoing questions about the intellectual premises and assumptions that

have shaped the field

Teaching World History in the Twenty-first Century: A Resource Book 1986

世界史 の著者が 人類史を見る上で重要な三つの視点を易しく語り下ろす 本物の歴史感覚を学べるコンパクトな講義 文庫オリジナルで登場

Polyethnicity and National Unity in World History 2015-03-04

this unifying proposal for understanding distributive justice discourse across cultures sheds light on how best to understand political philosophy

Big History and the Future of Humanity 1986

covering the late colonial age to world war i and beyond this collection of essays places the economic history of the american south in an international light by establishing useful

comparisons with the larger atlantic and world economy in an attempt to dispel long lasting myths about the south the essays analyze the economic evolution of the south since the slave

era from this perspective the conception of a backward wholly agricultural antebellum south occupied only by wealthy planters poor whites and contented slaves has finally given way to

one of economic and social dynamism as well as regional prosperity in a coherent and cohesive progression of subjects these essays show that the south had been deeply enmeshed in

https://teammate-levelup.mombaby.com.tw/
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the atlantic economy since the colonial period and after the civil war retained distinctive needs that caused increasing departure from the course northerners adopted on matters of

political economy this comparative approach also helps explain the motivations behind the political choices made by the south as an eminently export oriented region this book shows that

the south was not slower to develop with respect to industrialization than either the majority of the northern states especially in the west or the countries of western europe in fact the

apparently disappointing performance of the new south s economy appears to be the result of more pervasive and largely uncontrollable trends that affected the national as well as the

international economy global perspectives on industrial transformation in the american south makes an important contribution to the economic history of the south and to recent efforts to

place american history in a more international context

Mythistory and Other Essays 2021-10-19

upon its original publication plagues and peoples was an immediate critical and popular success offering a radically new interpretation of world history as seen through the extraordinary

impact political demographic ecological and psychological of disease on cultures from the conquest of mexico by smallpox as much as by the spanish to the bubonic plague in china to

the typhoid epidemic in europe the history of disease is the history of humankind with the identification of aids in the early 1980s another chapter has been added to this chronicle of

events which william mcneill explores in his new introduction to this updated editon thought provoking well researched and compulsively readable plagues and peoples is that rare book

that is as fascinating as it is scholarly as intriguing as it is enlightening a brilliantly conceptualized and challenging achievement kirkus reviews it is essential reading offering a new

perspective on human history

Mapping Nature across the Americas 2016-08-23

世界史には未来を生きるためのヒントが詰まっている ビッグバンからai社会まで 常に巨大な一つのネットワークの中で 互いに結びついていた人類の歴史を 圧倒的スケールで描く

The New World History 2016-03

human chemistry is the study of bond forming and bond breaking reactions between people and the structures they form people often speak of having either good or bad chemistry
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together whereby according to consensus the phenomenon of love is a chemical reaction the new science of human chemistry is the study of these reactions historically human chemistry

was founded with the 1809 publication of the classic novella elective affinities by german polymath johann von goethe a chemical treatise on the origin of love goethe based his human

chemistry on swedish chemist torbern bergman s 1775 chemistry textbook a dissertation on elective attractions which itself was founded on isaac newton s 1687 supposition that the

cause of chemical phenomena may all depend upon certain forces by which the particles of bodies by some causes hitherto unknown are either mutually impelled towards each other and

cohere in regular figures or are repelled and recede from one another which thus defines life

マクニール世界史講義 2020-09-10

this book examines the intersection of cultural anthropology and american cultural nationalism from 1886 when franz boas left germany for the united states until 1965 when the national

endowment for the humanities was established five chapters trace the development within academic anthropology of the concepts of culture social class national character value and

civilization and their dissemination to non anthropologists as americans came to think of culture anthropologically as a complex whole far broader and more inclusive than matthew arnold

s the best which has been thought and said so too did they come to see american communities as stratified into social classes distinguished by their subcultures to attribute the making

of the american character to socialization rather than birth to locate the distinctiveness of american culture in its unconscious canons of choice and to view american culture and

civilization in a global perspective

On Justice 1954

a companion toworld history this new volume offers insightful reflections by both leading and emerging world historians on approaches methodologies arguments and pedagogies of a sub

discipline that has continued to be in flux as well as in need of defining itself as a relevant alternative to the traditional national regional or chronological fields of inquiry choice the focus

on the practicalities of how to do world history probably gives it its edge its thirty three chapters are grouped into sections that address how to set up research projects in world history

how to teach it how to get jobs in it how to frame it and how it is done in various parts of the globe it is an actual handbook in other words as opposed to a sample of exemplary work

english historical review a companion to world history offers a comprehensive overview of the variety of approaches and practices utilized in the field of world and global history this state

of the art collection of more than 30 insightful essays including contributions from an international cast of leading world historians and emerging scholars in the field identifies continuing
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areas of contention disagreement and divergence while pointing out fruitful directions for further discussion and research themes and topics explored include the lineages and trajectories

of world history key ideas and methods employed by world historians the teaching of world history and how it draws upon and challenges traditional approaches and global approaches to

writing world history by considering these interwoven issues of scholarship and pedagogy from a transnational interregional and world global scale fresh insights are gained and new

challenges posed with its rich compendium of diverse viewpoints a companion to world history is an essential resource for the study of the world s past

Past and Future 2005

a pathbreaking history of sufism from the earliest centuries of islam to the present after centuries as the most important ascetic mystical strand of islam sufism saw a sharp decline in the

twentieth century only to experience a stunning revival in recent decades in this comprehensive new history of sufism from the earliest centuries of islam to today alexander knysh a

leading expert on the subject reveals the tradition in all its richness knysh explores how sufism has been viewed by both insiders and outsiders since its inception he examines the key

aspects of sufism from definitions and discourses to leadership institutions and practices he devotes special attention to sufi approaches to the qur an drawing parallels with similar uses

of scripture in judaism and christianity he traces how sufism grew from a set of simple moral ethical precepts into a sophisticated tradition with professional sufi masters shaykhs who

became powerful players in muslim public life but whose authority was challenged by those advocating the equality of all muslims before god knysh also examines the roots of the

ongoing conflict between the sufis and their fundamentalist critics the salafis a major fact of muslim life today based on a wealth of primary and secondary sources sufism is an

indispensable account of a vital aspect of islam

Global Perspectives on Industrial Transformation in the American South 1994

マッキンゼー オックスフォード大学ph d 経営者 3つの異なる視点で解き明かす最先端の経営学 紀元前3500年まで遡る知の源流から最新理論まで この1冊でグローバル経営のすべてがわかる 国家の領域 学問領域を超える経営学が示す 世界

の未来とは
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Plagues and Peoples 1970

public sociology features a wide ranging discussion of the controversial model of a social science that reaches out to non academic audiences including both average citizens and

policymakers this approach has been greeted with enthusiasm by supporters and with skepticism and anxiety among critics both perspectives are well represented in this volume some of

the critical voices question whether public sociology is even a good idea others dissent arguing for a strong program in professional sociology as an alternative still others express

concern that public sociology promotes a liberal left political agenda despite its nonpartisan pretensions some elements of the model are queried such as critical sociology others are

supportive discussing personal experiences the benefits of an engaged social science and how it could take social science into a broader global marketplace following an introduction by

the editor the contributions include david boyns and jesse fletcher public relations disciplinary identity and the strong program in professional sociology jonathan h turner is public

sociology such a good idea steven brint guide to the perplexed vincent jeffries piritim a sorokin s integralism and public sociology norella m putney dawn e alley and vern l bengston

social gerontology as public sociology in action edna bonacich working with the labor movement a personal journey in organic public sociology christopher chase dunn globabl public

social science neil mclauglin lisa kowalchuk and kerry turcotte why sociology does not need to be saved michael burawoy third wave sociology and the end of pure science patricia

madoo lengerman and jill niebrugge brantley back to the future settlement sociology 1885i 1 2 1930 sean mcmahon from the platform public sociology in the speeches of edward a ross

chet ballard the origin and early history of the association for humanist so

The Rise of the West 2021-10-27

an unprecedented undertaking by academics reflecting an extraordinary vision of world history this landmark multivolume encyclopedia focuses on specific themes of human development

across cultures era by era providing the most in depth expansive presentation available of the development of humanity from a global perspective well known and widely respected

historians worked together to create and guide the project in order to offer the most up to date visions available a monumental undertaking a stunning academic achievement abc clio s

world history encyclopedia is the first comprehensive work to take a large scale thematic look at the human species worldwide comprised of 21 volumes covering 9 eras an introductory

volume and an index it charts the extraordinary journey of humankind revealing crucial connections among civilizations in different regions through the ages within each era the

encyclopedia highlights pivotal interactions and exchanges among cultures within eight broad thematic categories population and environment society and culture migration and travel
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politics and statecraft economics and trade conflict and cooperation thought and religion science and technology aligned to national history standards and packed with images primary

resources current citations and extensive teaching and learning support the world history encyclopedia gives students educators researchers and interested general readers a means of

navigating the broad sweep of history unlike any ever published

世界史の発明 2007-09-01

a captivating history of doing time throughout the centuries from england s medieval dungeons to america s supermax detention facilities the first prisons were castle hellholes places of

neglect oblivion and slow death every civilization has had its dissenters deviants and political offenders and so prisons became essential to the retention of power as the centuries passed

and prisons were needed for other reprobates such as debtors and common thieves legal systems across the world began to cater to a growing variety of prisoners and the business of

incarceration began notorious prisons of the world traces this development from the state prisons of athens and rome to the birth of the houses of correction and the penitentiary stephen

wade tells fascinating stories of the infamous penal colonies and state prisons across the stage of world history from alcatraz and devil s island to the fortress of colditz and from the

siberian gulags to the massive super jails sprouting across modern america he also shares the stories of inmates and staff political regimes and the rise and fall of empires all seen

through the prison walls in doing so wade throws light on the state structured punishments which have stripped away individual freedoms sometimes with a degree of humanitarian

concern and sometimes through sheer barbarism

Human Chemistry (Volume One) 2010-09-20

world histories vary widely in shape structure and range in space and time in palgrave advances in world histories ten leading world historians examine the many forms of world history

writing offering an accessible engaging and comprehensive overview of what it is and what world historians do this work is a valuable introduction to those new to the field but will also

stimulate discussion debate and reflection
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Anthropologists and the Rediscovery of America, 1886–1965 2012-08-07

ついに待望の文庫版登場 世界的ベストセラー サピエンス全史 に続いて著者が放つ 衝撃の未来 カズオ イシグロ ビル ゲイツ ダニエル カーネマンが絶賛する面白さと深い考察

A Companion to World History 2019-03-19

china s global reach looks at china s emergence on the globe as a hegemonic power in the recent years moving beyond volume i this new volume empirically examines the most recent

development of the belt and road initiative bri and the asian infrastructure investment bank aiib the two most important initiatives launched by president xi jinping as china tries to emerge

as a global power the first part of the book presents an overview of geo strategic development of the two initiatives the second part examines domestic political dynamics particularly

xinjiang as the core of bri in these two initiatives the third part investigates the responses from the major foreign partners involved in the two initiatives with a focus on the responses from

india african and middle east countries the chapters in this book were originally published in various issues of the journal of contemporary china

Sufism 2014-03-03

領域を超える経営学 2017-09-29

Public Sociology 1993-09-01
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Compassion 2011-03-23

World History Encyclopedia [21 volumes] 2013-02-05

Notorious Prisons of the World 2004-10-14

Palgrave Advances in World Histories 2022-09-13

ホモ・デウス　下　テクノロジーとサピエンスの未来 2020-06-09

China’s Global Reach 1979

A World History 2015-02

Women's and Gender History
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